## Conversion Kits

### Tilt Trim Bracket

#### Support Plate Kit

Strengthens tiller handle at base. Use with tiller handle extensions. Fits model 2001 and older.

| BF25–BF50 | Support Plate Kit 53102-ZW4-999 |

#### Remote Tilt Trim Bracket Gauge Kit

Tilt/trim gauge gives remote reading for engine tilt angle.

|  | Remote Tilt Trim Bracket Gauge Kit 37250-ZW2-000AH |

#### Remote Tilt Trim Bracket Anode Kit

Sacrificial anode provides corrosion protection for remote tilt bracket in salt water usage.

|  | Remote Tilt Trim Bracket Anode Kit 41106-ZW2-000AH |

#### Foot Trim Switch

*Includes:* Up and down switches and housing, wire harness.

Allows tilt/trim function with the touch of your foot.

| BF35–BF50, LHTA models | Foot Trim Switch 06180-ZV5-000AH |

#### Tilt Relay Box

This kit allows the 2003 Model year equipped outboard to perform tilt and trim functions when connected to the standard side mount control box or separate key switch panels used with Single Top Mount Control. For dual applications two kits are required.

| BF25A, BF30A3 (model year 2003) | Tilt Relay Box 34300-ZV7-000AH |
CONVERSION KITS

Remote Control Bracket Kit

Remote Control Bracket Kit
Connects steering link arm and 33c shift and throttle cables.

Remote Control Bracket Kit
Connects steering link arm and 33c shift and throttle cables.
Requires 2 each cable end pivot kit.
(See below)

Remote Control Bracket Kit
Connects steering link arm and 33c shift and throttle cables.

BF5A
Remote Control Bracket Kit 06170-ZV1-812

BF9.9A, BF15A
Remote Control Bracket Kit 06170-ZV4-912

33C Cable End Pivot Kit

33C Cable End Pivot Kit
32392-881-002AH